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Background
Data Center in the Portland Building
Constructed as an office building, this location didn’t have the underpinning components,
configuration, and support to operate as an enterprise-class data center. And the concept of
what that standard meant changed over the course of decades.

The City’s Primary Data Center
The Portland Building Data Center housed 82% of the BTS-supported servers, which provided at
least some capability for nearly every critical City service. It contained 994TB of storage
supporting those servers. It also contained the network routing core for the City, making it a
critical communications hub.

Data Center Challenges
Equipment in the room grew and changed over time organically, without an overall plan for
growth. This resulted in a variety of issues:
▪ Struggles providing a sufficient quantity and type of power within the room
▪ Challenges with providing appropriately resilient and redundant power with uninterruptible
power systems and generators
▪ Difficulties consistently cooling the equipment in the room
▪ Lack of cable plant planning and management led to suboptimal implementations that got
in the way of power, cooling, or cabling efforts later.
▪ Challenges with meeting physical security standards for critical types of data (PCI, Criminal
Justice Information, Federal Tax Information, etc.)
▪ No capability for disaster recovery

We needed to fix things, but they couldn’t be fixed in place…
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Data Center Move
Primary Data Center

Project Goal
Move the City’s primary data center from the Portland Building to a
purpose-built local colocation data center, and acquire an out-of-region
colocation facility for disaster recovery.
Meet Deadline for Portland Building Reconstruction
Complete the move by the end of December 2017, or earlier if
possible.

Stay Within Budget
A high-level budget of $9.7m was established to cover all aspects of
the project.

Minimize Interruption to City Services
Data Center moves require some amount of interruption to services
to complete, but we will take steps to minimize impacts where
possible.

Provide the Foundation for Disaster Recovery
Using the secondary colocation facility, provision the infrastructure
needed to protect backup data outside of the region to facilitate
recovery.
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Initial Challenges
Limited Data Center Move Experience
Very few folks in BTS with prior experience, none with that experience
as their primary role.

Required New-to-the-City Technologies
We had limited experience with data replication and migration
technologies.

We recognized we’d need outside help that did have that
required experience. We couldn’t “learn as you go” and be
successful.

We immediately contacted our key vendors and began work on
move strategies and recommendations. This would require us
to conduct a series of Proofs of Concept (POCs).

Undocumented Environment
Limited and undocumented understanding of applications in our
environment, and their relationships to specific servers. Lack of tools
to assist with this effort, and challenging buy-in for the effort involved.

Tight Timeline
All of these factors together combined to make the timeline very
challenging, and to significantly increase the level of risk for the
project.

We conducted a thorough hardware and server inventory to
ensure every component and virtual server was identified.
Then we worked to establish an application inventory.

Strong focus on risk management matrix, regular reviews,
establishing a good project schedule despite the unknowns.
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Data Center Move Steps
1. Initial Planning & Discovery
➢ Engineering Services Engagement
➢ Colocation Requirements
➢ Infrastructure and Application Inventories

2. Colocation RFP
➢ Colocation Vendor Selected
➢ Contract Negotiation

3. Migration Preparation
➢ Infrastructure Planning
➢ Migration Planning & Proofs of Concept
➢ Build-out for Colocation and Infrastructure

03

04

02

4. Migration
➢ Migration Pilots & Testing
➢ Migrations

01
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Initial Planning & RFP Challenges
Initial Difficulties with Project Prioritization
Many priorities = no priorities. Difficulty dedicating resources to the
project, and keeping them focused. Lots of distractions.

Infrastructure Inventory Completeness
Our project processes struggled maintaining an absolute inventory of
hardware and server components while other projects in flight we
resulting in equipment changes.

Procurement Strategy
Drafting and publication of the RFP for colocation services took longer
than originally planned. Additional parties involved.

Galvanize to Action
We initially struggled to clarify for all staff that the project was
approved, and this big things really was happening in the timeframe
we indicated.

We worked through several approaches for prioritization, but
full resolution required Bureau Director and CAO support to
declare a short list of clear project priorities. We also relied on
contractors for additional resources.

We increased the scope of BTS Change Control to cover physical
components and servers in this data center. Multiple
inventories performed and components labeled for DCM
project. Plan to accommodate change in your environment.

Build a Procurement Plan that shows step by step, with
timelines (include contingency), for getting a procurement
done. Review with internal specialists, stakeholders, and
Procurement. Detail helps identify missing items.
Your Communication Plan needs to include focus in the early
project stages all the way down to a staff level, so they can
come to terms with how this will impact them. This is where
you get your passionate volunteers!
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Migration Preparation Challenges
Competition for Resources
This started as a significant issue as we struggled to divert resources
from existing work efforts.

Project Manager Turnover
The first Project Manager we hired didn’t work out – staff confusion,
lack of organization, communication issues.

Infrastructure Proofs of Concept
Many “mini projects” to run to negotiate with vendors for equipment
and licenses, plan the testing, and have clear deliverable outcomes.

Communication Plan
We struggled to draft a clear, actionable, and complete
communication plan that addressed the needs of all of our varied
audiences.

Project Prioritization and communication from the CAO and
Bureau Director down through the leadership team to
managers and staff clarified this and made it a non-issue by
midway into the project. Prioritize early, repeat the message.

We detected the problem quickly, troubleshot and coached it
for a short period, then made the hard decision to replace the
project manager. We had another team member stand in
temporarily while we hired a new project manager.
POCs were tracked as components of the larger project,
managed by the same PM, but more loosely. Technical leads
and managers were empowered to execute and report back.
Tracked the success criteria closely.

After initially failing to acceptably deliver communications, we
added additional people to the project for this. We worked to
be transparent about what we knew, and about when we’d
know more. We directly confronted the reasons we couldn’t
know more “right now”.
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Migration Challenges
Application Inventory
We struggled to determine a complete enough application inventory
for the migration, with business owners, technical owners, and
migration contacts identified for every one.

Migration Scheduling
1128 applications to move, on 501 servers to be scheduled, occurring
during 168 days. Many blackout dates for applications to navigate
around.

Migration Readiness & Planning
We struggled to get all key players to the table for some migration
planning, and to achieve common understanding. After a number of
successful migrations, some customers didn’t feel the same urgency
for planning.

Executing Migrations
As expected, we had last minute schedule bumps, where some dates
shifted, components shifted between migration waves, or newly inscope items were added to waves.

We worked to consolidate and validate information from many
different lists. We obtained an outside tool for managing
application and server information along with migration
scheduling.

We set the clear expectation early that scheduling would be
complex, and not all requests for dates could be honored, but
we would do our best. But we were challenged by there being
no perfect answer.
We held firm to the migration planning checklists that had to be
completed successfully before we would declare readiness. As a
result, we continued to identify migration-failing items before
migrations.

We took steps to ensure the integrity of the scheduling process,
to continue managing risks for things that had alternate plans
until they were completed. 42 servers were retired instead of
migrated.
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Planned Timeline vs. Actual
Planned Timeline:

Actual Timeline:
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Key Takeaways
Prioritization

The more busy you are, the less you get done. Prioritization is critical in order to focus
efforts on fewer targets and actually complete work. The more you spread out a beam of
light, the dimmer it gets. Tightly focusing it gets a laser that burns through objectives.
Work In Progress is not your friend ☺.

Communication

Dedicate resources to defining, planning, and executing your communication. Identify all
of your audiences, and engage with them to ensure you’re delivering what they need. Use
varied methods or channels, and provide self-service info where possible. Communication
should not be an afterthought. Too much communication might actually be just enough.

Executive
Sponsorship

Obtain sponsorship at the highest possible levels. Engage with them early and often to
ensure continued and timely support. Plan your project to deliver appropriate status
information at frequent intervals. Have your sponsors assist in reinforcing the prioritization
and communication – be clear with them where they can assist, not just where they must.

Resource
Planning

Evaluate resource needs from the very beginning, and be conservative. Remember the
impacts of overhead and onboarding. Identify areas of risk where existing resources may
be insufficient or skillsets are missing. Identify contingency plans for resources, and give
every key role a backup. If you think the cost of additional or dedicated resources is too
expensive, compare that to the cost if your project fails!
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Data Center Move Phase II
Secondary Data Center

Project Goal
To implement infrastructure at a Secondary Data Center to support backup
data protection and disaster recovery capabilities.

Protect Primary Data Center Backups
Primary Data Center Backups are replicated to the Secondary Data
Center in a manner that allows restoration of data at an isolated
Secondary Data Center.

Provide Capability to Test System Restores
A minimal VMWare environment is provided to demonstrate
successful restorations of backup data from Windows and Linux
clients.

Provide Foundation for Additional Data Replication
Ensure enough additional disk storage and network capacity at the
Secondary Data Center to form a foundation for deployment of
additional systems and replication of additional data later.
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In Closing…

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed people can change the world. Indeed, it
is the only thing that ever has.”

-- Margaret Mead
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